It’s always exciting when Ms. Lienau’s Latin I class comes to the Library to look up information and take notes on Greek and Roman Gods because the Latin students are allowed to use only books for their research! Students in two classes spent a period doing research in the Library and later gave creative presentations in the classroom, complete with costumes and props. I had the pleasure of visiting one class and seeing their research on Roman myths come to life! ~Mrs. Jerome

Cameron Ashby, as Neptune, the Roman god of the sea, was interviewed by “TV reporter” Mitko Ivanov in their skit.

Sarah Ferdinand, as Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom, poetry, war and medicine, was interviewed by “TV reporter” Mac Callahan in their skit.

Daniel Lyons and Ben Baumgarte presented a puppet show to perform the myths surrounding the Roman god Mercury, the messenger of the gods. Daniel holds a caduceus, the magic staff entwined with two snakes that Mercury used to guide souls to the underworld.